New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Justified: Season 5 After U.S Marshal Raylan Givens finds himself in hot
water over the shooting of a Miami crime boss, he is reassigned to the
last place on Earth he'd rather be; Harlan County, Kentucky, where he
was born and raised. There he must deal with his ex-wife, criminal father,
an old friend turned white supremacist, and the latter's former
sister-in-law who quickly rekindles her attraction to Givens. Kentucky
won't be the same now that the cowboy marshal is home. In Season 5,
Deputy U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) confronts the
Crowes, a deadly, lawless family from Florida intent on settling in Harlan
with new criminal enterprises in mind. Meanwhile, Boyd Crowder
(Walton Goggins) struggles to free his imprisoned fiance Ava (Joelle
Carter) as he partners with the Dixie Mafias Wynn Duffy (Jere Burns).
Based on the late Elmore Leonards short story Fire in the Hole, Justified
was developed for television by Graham Yost. Sony
The One I Love is an original tale that continues to showcase McDowell's
keen observations of human relationships with a distinct and comedic
voice. The One I Love, written by Justin Lader, was produced by Mel Eslyn
and executive produced by Mark Duplass who stars opposite Elisabeth
Moss. On the brink of separation, Ethan (Duplass) and Sophie (Moss)
escape to a beautiful vacation house for a weekend getaway in an
attempt to save their marriage. What begins as a romantic and fun
retreat soon becomes surreal, when an unexpected discovery forces the
two to examine themselves, their relationship, and their future.
Starz/Anchor Bay
Lost Christmas As night falls on Christmas Eve, an enigmatic man
named Anthony awakens on the streets of Manchester with no memory
of the past, and the unique ability to locate the lost. Eddie Izzard and
Jason Flemyng star in this contemporary fable from director John Hay.
This is the only Larry Mills video. Stars also making their debut in this
video: John Hay. Inception
Betrayal This action packed, and thought provoking thriller is set in
modern day Los Angeles, Betrayal takes you inside the dark and gritty
world of the Armenian and the Russian Mob and explores the power,
struggles, loyalty and the vengeance of the men and women who are a
part of it. It also shows the humanity, sacrifices and the choices that we
all make in life and how those choices affect us and our loved ones.
Inception
Lady Valor: The Kristin Beck Story , former U.S. Navy SEAL Christopher
Beck embarks on a new mission as Kristin Beck. Kristin's journey in
search of the American ideals that she protected has a whole new
meaning as she lives her life truthfully as a transgender woman. After a
lifetime of service, Kristin has learned that her fight for life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness did not end on the battlefield. Filmed when
Kristin first revealed her secret, this documentary includes exclusive
interviews with her family and friends and explores their reactions to
her revelations. Also included is exclusive footage of Beck in training and
in combat during active service. Includes an interview with Kristin. Wolfe
Video
Tasting Menu One of the greatest restaurants in the world is closing,
and an eclectic mix of international patrons have arrived in beautiful
Catalonia for the final dinner service in this witty and delicious
ensemble comedy. Tasting Menu, centered on culinary delights, is a
crowd-pleasing combination of relationships, feuds, and broken dreams
that are mended through the simple act of "breaking bread" and the
universal appreciation of great food. Magnolia
The Definitive WWI & WWII Collection Discover how the First World War
changed the face of battle forever, from hand-to-hand combat to
high-tech warfare, in History Of WWI: The First Modern War. Experience
the acrobatic encounters of flying aces high above the battlefield in
Dogfights. Watch the Normandy assault in spectacular high definition in
D-Day In HD, and learn soldiers' personal stories in WWII In HD and The
Color Of War. Learn which inventions decided the war in Ultimate WWII
Weapons, and get a dramatic view of U.S. General George Patton's
brilliant strategy in Patton 360. And, witness the whole devastating three
decades of war through the eyes of the men forged in the trenches of
WWI before commanding the world in WWII. Lionsgate
Torch of the Light A blind piano prodigy. A waitress who dreams of
being a dancer. A story of passion, determination, and believing in
yourself. Touch Of The Light is the amazing true story of Huang Yu-Siang
(who plays himself ) and the journey of discovery from his rural village to
a prestigious university where he must find his own way among the
other, sighted students. Jie (Sandrine Pinna) chases love and a career in
the face of poverty and adversity. Their unlikely friendship provides
inspiration and courage, resulting in a joyous final performance that will
inspire the heart. Well Go USA

